**What:** Flooring Abatement

**Where:** Corridor 390

**Start Date:** 11/30/2020

**Impact:** Limited user access during ceiling removal (see shaded areas)

**Contacts:**
- Vic Hoyecki – Project Superintendent – (203)943-2950
- Pam Buonocore – KGL Operations Manager – (203)915-4651
- Mark Veroneau – Yale Associate Project Manager – (475)241-2476
GENERAL NOTES - FLOOR PLAN

1. VERIFY THAT THE INSTALLED WORK WILL PROVIDE THE REQUIRED MANEUVERING CLEARANCES. REPORT ALL DEVIATIONS FROM THE MANEUVERING CLEARANCE ISSUE HAS BEEN RESOLVED WITH THE ARCHITECT. MAKE NECESSARY CORRECTIONS.

2. DIMENSIONS SHOWN ON ARCHITECTURAL FLOOR PLANS AND ENLARGED PLAN DETAILS UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE.

3. ENSURE FINISH SURFACES ARE FLUSH AND SEAMLESS WHERE PARTITIONS AND/OR ALL PIPING, CONDUITS AND RELATED MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL ITEMS SHALL BE.

4. PITCH SLABS (AND OTHER FLOORS) TO FLOOR DRAINS, TYP.

5. ALL MECHANICAL PADS TO BE 4" HIGH MINIMUM. U.N.O SIZE OF PAD TO BE VERIFIED BY CONTRACTOR.

6. VERIFY THAT THE INSTALLED WORK WILL PROVIDE THE REQUIRED MANEUVERING CLEARANCES.
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No Access Date: 11/30/20
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